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A Dramatic Start
The tumultuous opening months of 2016 have set the
stage for what likely lies ahead: further sluggish growth,
further gains, and further bouts of fear and volatility.
Gradually improving economic conditions here and
abroad should push risk assets higher, but secular
headwinds, divergent Central Bank policies, and political uncertainty are likely to limit growth and buffet markets for the foreseeable future. Despite the frustratingly
slow pace of the economy, the odds of recession remain very low; as evident in the adjacent chart, tortoiselike growth is contributing to tortoise-like longevity. We
also expect growth overseas to remain stagnant but
positive, supported by aggressive Central Bank policies.
But higher valuations, occasional growth scares, political uncertainty, and on-again off-again worries about
higher interest rates boost the odds that sell-offs occur
with greater frequency. The quip about stocks climbing
a “wall of worry” seems appropriate for the stretch
ahead.

Central Banks in a Leading Role
Last quarter’s early sell-off was a sharp, sudden, and
jarring reminder of the impact that Central Banks can
have on capital markets; the Federal Reserve’s decision
to boost short-term rates last December unleashed a
surge in the value of the U.S. Dollar, a move that pummeled the price of oil and forced other Central Banks to
adjust their own policies. Global turmoil ensued, with
U.S. stocks declining nearly 20% by mid February and
foreign stocks falling even further. Just as quickly, however, stocks reversed course when oil prices stabilized
and the Fed backtracked on the timing and magnitude
of further policy decisions. We expect Central Bank poli-

cy decisions, and their impact on interest rates and
currencies, to be a major source of ongoing volatility.

A Successful Debut
Throughout the turmoil last quarter, our Recession
Probability Monitor was at odds with the prevailing
fear of recession, indicating instead that the expansion was likely to persist, and underpinning our view
that the sell-off in risk assets was an opportunity. Our
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monitor tracks 6 economic and 4 financial indicators that, when combined, have done an excellent
job of forecasting economic downturns. Today, it
continues to indicate a very high likelihood that
the expansion has further to go.

All the World’s a Stage
Along with further policy shifts by Central Banks,
the upcoming election provides another source of
considerable uncertainty. The President has begun to lean in, making the case for the status quo.
And the population is deeply divided, with animosities fueled by economic stagnation and a sense
that the system is not working. Of course, we’re
referring to the June 23 Brexit vote! The British
vote to determine whether it remains a member of
the European Union is, in many ways, reflective of
votes and elections occurring throughout the developed world, including our Presidential election
in November. Angry electorates are frustrated by
post-crisis economic stagnation and the apparent
inability of current politicians to make things better. Change is in the air.

The charts above detail the market history of past
Presidential elections, with the one immediately
above indicating that Democratic Presidents have
enjoyed better GDP growth and better market returns
than Republican Presidents during the post-war era.
The stock market’s performance during each of the
post-war administrations is detailed in the upper right
-hand chart. A more nuanced look at the data in the
lower right-hand chart reveals that the very best returns occur when government is divided, perhaps
because public-sector activism is limited and more
centrist than otherwise is the case when one party or
another holds all authority.
It seems clear that this election season is unlike any
seen in recent decades and investors rightly question

what impact it may have on capital markets. Our view
is that it ultimately will come down to the policies actually enacted and their impact on our economy, rather
than on which politician gets elected. Our baseline assumption of further, sluggish growth should support
further gains. But we will be adjusting our outlook for
better or worse depending upon whether the victor this
November has majority support in Congress, and on
whether their policies will meaningfully impact the outlook for growth, profitability, and inflation. Between
now and then, we’ll be watching our monitors, assessing data, and looking for new opportunities.
In Summary Continued growth in the U.S. should support equity
markets. The U.S. will support sluggish economic activity overseas.
Volatility will persist as doubts remain about global growth.

Asset Mix
Growth Assets - Prepared to shift lower, to normal weightings, if
markets advance too rapidly. Maintain U.S. equity exposure with
modest overweight to European and Pacific-Rim equities.
Capital Preservation Assets - Carry extra cash for opportunities that
arise during sell-offs. Emphasize corporate & mortgage-based U.S.
dollar-denominated issuers.
Inflation Protection Assets - Modestly below normal weightings.
TIPs are attractively priced.

There is no assurance that expectations expressed in this article will prove to be correct. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Investment in securities, including
mutual funds and ETFs, may result in loss of income and/or principal. Nothing in this article is intended to be or should be construed as individualized investment advice. Investors
should consult their Cobblestone advisors for tailored advice. Any references to third-party data or opinions are listed for informational purposes only and have not been verified for
accuracy by the Advisor.

